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Letter to the Editor
Large scale surveys for cetaceans: Line transect
assumptions, reliability of abundance estimates and improving survey efﬁciency – A
response to MacLeod
MacLeod (2014) criticises the design of the 2005 SCANS-II survey of cetaceans in European Atlantic waters (Hammond et al.,
2013) for failing to assess some underlying assumptions of line
transect (distance) sampling. The basis of his argument can be
summarised as: white-beaked dolphins are patchily distributed
over the SCANS-II survey area; the survey design does not reﬂect
this distribution; therefore this violates distance sampling
assumptions. He concludes that the estimates for white-beaked
dolphin ‘‘should not be used for any conservation purpose, including assessments of the conservation status of this species. Similar
issues may also exist with the abundance estimates of other species generated from the SCANS-II surveys’’. The conclusions are
strong but the basic argument presented to support these statements is ﬂawed.
MacLeod (2014) states that the SCANS-II surveys ‘‘were designed based on the spatial distribution of a single species’’. This
is incorrect. As stated in Hammond et al. (2013), our survey blocks
were chosen primarily for logistical reasons and transect lines
within them were generated using a systematic design with random starting points designed to give equal coverage probability
within blocks. The random component of transect placement is
fundamental to any line transect survey. Equal coverage probability survey designs, as implemented in the SCANS-II survey, are
used speciﬁcally to avoid making any assumptions about the distribution of animals, which is typically unknown, and to ensure
that estimates of abundance are design-unbiased.
MacLeod (2014) also draws attention to the known presence of
white-beaked dolphins in survey block B in which no animals were
detected on the SCANS-II survey, leading to abundance being estimated (not assumed, as he states) to be zero. He interprets this as
evidence of ‘‘the inappropriateness of the SCANS II survey design
for estimating the abundance of a species with a patchy and discontinuous distribution’’.
If ‘‘inappropriateness’’ is replaced by ‘‘inefﬁciency’’, and ‘‘at
small spatial scales’’ is added as a qualiﬁer, we agree. Large scale
surveys like SCANS-II have low coverage probability and are not
designed to capture small-scale features in distribution and abundance, especially in areas of low abundance and/or patchy distribution. Uncertainty in the abundance estimates given in
Hammond et al. (2013) is reﬂected in the estimated coefﬁcients
of variation, which are high for individual survey blocks; ﬁne scale
inferences should not be made from the results, as stated in the paper. Local populations of cetaceans can be monitored at such smaller scales using appropriate techniques (e.g. Cheney et al., 2013).
These points neither invalidate the design-based estimates of
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abundance in Hammond et al. (2013), nor preclude reliable inference at a large spatial scale, the purpose of our surveys.
If, as MacLeod (2014) describes for the white-beaked dolphin,
there is prior knowledge of distribution of a particular species then
survey efﬁciency and precision of abundance estimates for this species would be improved if survey blocks could be created to minimise variation in density within blocks. Such focused stratiﬁcation
can be good practice and can potentially provide more precise estimates of abundance. However, in multispecies survey such as
SCANS-II this is difﬁcult to achieve for all species because the most
efﬁcient selection of survey blocks for one species is unlikely to be
the most efﬁcient for others. Nonetheless, as knowledge of cetacean
distribution improves through small scale surveys, such as those alluded to by Macleod (2014), it will be important to take this information into account in designing future large scale surveys; this will be
done in planning for a potential SCANS-III survey in 2016.
Macleod (2014) states that, for the white-beaked dolphin, ‘‘the
discrepancies between the SCANS-II abundance estimates and
other, more extensive, survey data for individual survey blocks
are readily identiﬁable’’ but presents no information to support
this. To our knowledge, there are no other recent estimates of
white-beaked dolphin abundance in the SCANS-II area. If the more
extensive survey data alluded to by MacLeod (2014) were analysed
to estimate abundance, this information could also be considered
by EU Member States when reporting to the European Commission
under Article 17 of the Habitats Directive.
Macleod (2014) suggests that the SCANS-II data should be
reanalysed using post-survey re-stratiﬁcation. Post-stratiﬁcation
of data from a survey that implemented equal coverage probability
sampling within blocks would likely violate the assumptions of the
design and is inadvisable. However, model-based abundance estimation methods that relate sample density to spatially explicit environmental covariates (so-called density surface modelling) do not
make the same assumptions about survey design and can potentially provide more precise estimates of abundance. Model-based
methods come with their own assumptions, but such a re-analysis
of SCANS-II data together with ‘‘other, more extensive, survey data’’
alluded to by Macleod (2014) could be an informative exercise.
We refute that the estimates of abundance in our paper are
unreliable and should not be used for any conservation purpose.
On the contrary, by using the necessary sampling design for unbiased estimation, large scale SCANS-type surveys and the estimates
of abundance that they generate contribute important information
that helps Member States meet their responsibilities with respect
to cetaceans under the EU Habitats Directive and Marine Strategy
Framework Directive.
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